Among the genetic disorders in brain Fatal familial insomnia (FFI) is one of the rare disorder. The inability of sleeping is called as FFI which leads to the process of becoming progressively worse mentally and physically. The recordings of brain functioning is known as Electroencephalogram (EEG) and which seeks a vital role in observing and finding the sleep disorders like FFI. The EEG senses the brain functionality. In this paper , genetic optimization based SVM classifier is used to identify the sleep disorder. The proposed technique is used to optimize the features which are obtained from features reduction techniques like PCA, ICA and LDA. For performing the experimental results PhysioNet database is obtained. Preprocessing of the data, performing feature reduction, next feature optimization and then classification using Support vector machine is the process for identifying the FFI. The performance measures such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, F1-Score,  Recall are computed . The comparison of results obtained using  different condition are observed and the ranges are determined  for normal class, Bruxism class and FFI class. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Fatal Familial Insomnia could be a disorder that causes disturbance in a very traditional sleep pattern ensuing from the difficulties to go to sleep or to remain asleep. The sleep loss in AN insomniac has ensuing a deterioration of cognitive content|activity} function, redoubled rate of accidents and cut daily performance throughout daytime. Current practices in designation FFI square measure through clinical interview by the medical man that square measure subjective and suffer from human error judgement. Biosignals of shape if measured are affected thanks to these abnormal conditions. Power spectral Analysis of sleep graph in insomniac has shown a discount in delta band and an elevation in beta and alpha bands [1] . These determined characteristics in sleep disorder square measure related to frequent hyperarousal in central system a nervosum. Studies in cardiovascular variability in sleep disorder patients have incontestible reduction in parasympathetic activity and hyper activation of sympathetic activity [2] . A study in [3] has according that interaction between pulse Variability and graph delta bands of sleep disorder patients square measure altered.
Several studies have applied linear and non-linear measures of graphical record signals along with a sophisticated classifier like Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Discriminant Analysis in classifying psychological disorders [4] . Manual level diagnosis of the technique is performed and the results are shown in the study. The uses of linear and non-linear options live vital in analyzing biological signals and ones shouldn't deem one measure solely as our biological systems are advanced system and show chaotic behaviour [5] . Subcategory sleep disorder complaints usually embody issue in initiating (sleep onset insomnia) or/and maintaining sleep. They embody extended periods of sleep onset sleep disorder or/and maintaining sleep disorder amounts of already dark sleep [6] . The diagnostic and symptom class of sleep disorder ar best denoted by their subcategory. These subcategories ar represented by totally different combos of perennial sleep issues with sleep period, initiation, quality and impairment throughout the daytime [7] . sleep disorder complaints are often related to the perception of non-restorative or poor quality sleep notwithstanding the number and quality of sleep episodes ar perceived as adequate or regular. The which means of sleep disorder being a criticism of sleep maintenance, sleep initiation, non-restorative sleep or related to daytime impairment [8] .
Optimization techniques like GA, PSO, Firefly etc have fewer complicated operations. Some of the parameters need to be summarised and evaluated to overcome. The classification techniques SVM which is used to reduce the risk evolved in structural and empirical for achieving classification of the data.
II. EEG SIGNALS
The activity of brain is measured and recorded with the help of EEG signals from the scalp [9] . It evaluates voltage potentials resulting from the ionic flows of current within the brain neurons. EEG includes multiple electrodes placed on the scalp. Various frequency bands are present in the brain waves which is generated by the EEG system . The frequency bands are named as delta, alpha, theta and beta wave bands [10, 11] , the representation is as shown in Figure1. , in the presence of low brain activity these ranges are identified, such as medium anaesthetic state and deep sleep [12] . Alpha waves with said frequency have an amplitude range of 2 to 10 . These ranges are found when a individual is awake and the eyes are closed, and also when the individual have a physical state of rest. Beta waves are recorded at higher frequencies and their amplitudes range from 1-5 [13] . Beta waves are observed at concentrated attentions during the mental working state.
Figure 1. EEG frequency bands, where the y-axis indicates EEG frequency bands and the x-axis indicates time per second (sec) of the brain

III. METHODOLOGY
A. Database used
The data is collected from PhysioBank (Web: http://www.physionet.org/cgi-bin/atm/ATM) [14] . Among several sleep disorders, in this paper two types are considered and evaluated. One is FFI and Bruxism. The EEG signals are obtained from 393 patients with sleep disorders like FFI and Bruxism. Out of which FFI data of 115 patients, Brux data of 36 patients, normal data of 242 patients. The experimental results are obtained and the parametric values are calculated for various combinations.
Fig 1. Proposed Flowchart B. Feature Extraction
EGC signal is considered as input and the noise which is the present in the signal is filtered and divided into five bands of frequency namely delta, theta, alpha, beta and gamma. The division is done using five efficient filters.
In this process many statistical features or some nonlinear features are been extracted using the EEG signal which is said to be a time series signal. In this study we investigate eight statistical features (mini, max, mean, standard deviation, variance, RMS, skewness, and kurtosis) to be extracted from each DWT output coefficients. These eight features are applied individually on each signal waves to extract the features to identify the range. C. Feature Reduction PCA , LDA and ICA techniques are used for performing feature reduction. To reduce the dimensional features two techniques are used. One is Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and other is Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which are linear in transformation. These techniques give good reduction and are used commonly. PCA is known as an unsupervised algorithm in which do not consider class labels and search for better way by which the variance of the data can be maximized. Whereas LDA is known as supervised algorithm which reduce the separations in the class of EEG signals. The third technique is ICA by which the features which are hidden will be reduced. It helps in extracting of sinle term features from the mutli class. Using each individual reduction techniques the features are reduced. The reduced featured obtained using PCA, LDA and ICA are combined together and processed for optimization.
D. Optimisation of Feature using Genetic Algorithm
This step helps in further reducing the features which are obtained using feature reduction technique. The selection of optimal features helps in reducing the level of features which are available originally. The performance level will be increased. The unwanted and the features which are not related which will reduce the rate of accuracy are identified and removed. For doing the such optimization , in this paper genetic algorithm [15] is proposed. The GA has four stages, the first stage is to initialise the population of the individuals which helps in identifying the optimize solution. Next steps are selection process, crossover and mutation. The fitness function is evaluated for every feature. The fitness function will vary every individual population out of which best fitness vales are selected. Considering the cross and mutation some of the features are selected. To obtain the best solution the process of evaluation fitness, crossover , mutation is performed more number of times. The best features are identified to improve the detection rate.
Fig 2. General Flow Diagram of Genetic Algorithm
E. SVM Classification SVM is one of the most popularly used classification technique for various range of applications. It is a system which process the information depending on the simulation of the particular human process. Most linear classification is performed by producing a hyper-plane. This hyper-plane help is separating the sleep disorder patients with the normal patients depending on the level of class [16] . The data which is obtained based on hyper-plane is called as decision hyperplane, the distance of the features from the hyper-plane is termed as margins. To find the better solution the training and testing is performed. The distance of the features with respect to hyper-plane plays a critical role in identifying the best solution. Due to the level of efficiency is more in SVM this classifier is mostly used for comparison purpose. The risk involved due to over-fitting is reduced in linear kernels compared to non-linear kernals. and improves the performance for our data and significantly reduces the overall model complexity.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the classification techniques like SVM and GA based SVM is compared to prove which techniques provides the best results. In proposed method, performance is evaluated on EEG records in that two different sleep disorders and one healthy subject. Training and testing of data is performed. In order to compare the performance of proposed classifiers is evaluated based on the accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision and F1 score. The above classification is done with MATLAB software.
The ranges for the features extracted have been evaluated and presented. Here table 2 provides the range of normal patients, range of bruxism patients in table 3 and range of fatal familial insomnia patients shown in table 4 The graphical results obtained by doing feature reduction using different techniques are shown below. The features reduction done for normal patients , brux disorder patients and FFI patients using principal components analysis is shown in fig 3, fig 4, fig 5. The extracted features of 242 normal patients using DWT are reduced using PCA technique. In this 15 principal components are achieved. Figure 3 shows the reduced features for normal patients. The extracted features from DWT are reduced using LDA method to reduce the redundancy problem. We have to select the number of linear discriminant levels; here we select fifteen linear discriminant levels. The Fig. 9 shows the fifteen linear discriminant levels of original feature extracted data for normal patients. The features reduction done for brux disorder patients and FFI patients using Independent components analysis is shown in fig 10 and fig 11 . International Journal of Innovative Technology and Exploring Engineering (IJITEE) ISSN: 2278-3075, Volume-9 Issue-3, January 2020
